Construction, evaluation and refinement of a large human antibody phage library based on the IgD and IgM variable gene repertoire.
The ability to isolate antibodies against any antigen of interest has become increasingly important as antibodies have proved their utility both in antigen detection, quantification and as specific in vivo targeting agents. To this end, we have constructed a large antibody phage library in the single chain Fv (scFv) phagemid format based on the naive human variable (V) gene repertoire dictated by IgD and IgM. Optimizing each step of the library construction has resulted in a highly diverse and functional library, as assessed by sequencing analysis, large-scale automated expression analysis and antigen screening. Furthermore, the versatile format of the library, which comprises 14 separate sub-libraries, adds considerably flexibility with respect to which part of the antibody repertoire that is to be probed. This versatility has been further exploited to generate a refined antibody library, which exhibits one of the highest prokaryotic expression levels reported to date for a naive repertoire. The construction of the refined library was based on the functional purification of expressed V genes in the context of the protein L interaction with correctly folded V genes of the kappa light chain family. Antigen screening of this library indicated that the functional purification improved the ability to retrieve antigen specific antibodies, but at the cost of potential loss of diversity in the isolated repertoire.